
Put Down Roots 
Put down on your Scrabble board WORD ROOTS that convey a particular description, thought, or meaning (7s then 8s) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

7s [FLU] & [FLUC] & [FLUV] & [FLUX] (flow) 

CONFLUX CFLNOUX flowing together of streams [n -ES] 

FLUENCY CEFLNUY quality of being fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease) [n -CIES] 

FLUERIC CEFILRU FLUERICS, fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [adj] 

FLUIDAL ADFILLU FLUID, substance that tends to flow [adj] 

FLUIDIC CDFIILU FLUIDICS, branch of mechanical engineering [adj] 

FLUIDLY DFILLUY with fluidity [adv] 

FLUSHED DEFHLSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUSHER EFHLRSU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] / one that flushes (to blush (to become red)) [n -S] 

FLUSHES EFHLSSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUVIAL AFILLUV pertaining to river (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

FLUXING FGILNUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [v] 

FLUXION FILNOUX act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [FLU] & [FLUC] & [FLUV] & [FLUX] (flow) 

AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S] 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

EFFLUENT EEFFLNTU outflow [n -S] 

EFFLUVIA AEFFILUV byproducts in form of waste [n EFFLUVIA] 

EFFLUXES EEFFLSUX EFFLUX, outflow [n] 

FLUENTLY EFLLNTUY FLUENT, spoken or written with effortless ease [adv] 

FLUERICS CEFILRSU fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [n FLUERICS] 

FLUIDICS CDFIILSU branch of mechanical engineering [n FLUIDICS] 

FLUIDISE DEFIILSU to fluidize (to cause to flow like fluid) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FLUIDITY DFIILTUY quality of being able to flow [n -TIES] 

FLUIDIZE DEFIILUZ to cause to flow like fluid [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FLUIDRAM ADFILMRU unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FLUSHEST EFHLSSTU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

FLUSHING FGHILNSU act of blushing (to become red) [n -S] / FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S] 

INFLUENT EFILNNTU tributary [n -S] 

INFLUXES EFILNSUX INFLUX, flowing in [n] 

NONFLUID DFILNNOU substance that is not fluid [n -S] 

REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj] 

REFLUXED DEEFLRUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

SUBFLUID BDFILSUU somewhat fluid [adj] 

 


